
Entry Code: ___________             Respect Life Contest - Photography 
                                              Judging Criteria 

 
Judge’s Name:          Level:  I     (Grades 7-8)        
       

MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of the Respect Life Office is to enunciate and promote the principle that human life, 

at all stages from conception to natural death, is a gift from God, worthy of respect and protection. This 
ministry encompasses prayer, education, advocacy, care and services.    

2017 Respect Life Contest Theme  
 

  “Moved by Mercy”  
 
 

Please assign a numerical value from 1-5, with 5 being the highest, for each category below. 
 

I. MESSAGE:   
- Does the photo relate to this year’s theme?      
 
- Does the photo relate to a specific Respect Life issue?     
 
- Is the title appropriate for the photo?      
 
 - Is the message of the photo clear?      
 
- Does the photo relate to the written description?    
 

            - Does the photo impact you greatly?      
     

  
       

II. ARTISTIC QUALITIES:  
 
- Is the photo original?  Is the photo appealing?      
 
- Were the person(s) and/object(s) in the photo appropriate?    

 
          

 
III. TECHNICAL QUALITIES: 

- Is the photo clear or blurry? Is the photo lit well?     
 

          
 

     Final Grade:      
 
 
 



Entry Code: ___________             Respect Life Contest - Photography 
                                              Judging Criteria 

 
Judge’s Name:          Level:  II     (Grades 9-12)        
       

MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of the Respect Life Office is to enunciate and promote the principle that human life, 

at all stages from conception to natural death, is a gift from God, worthy of respect and protection. This 
ministry encompasses prayer, education, advocacy, care and services.    

2017 Respect Life Contest Theme  
 

  “Moved by Mercy”  
 
 
 

Please assign a numerical value from 1-5, with 5 being the highest, for each category below. 
 

I. MESSAGE:   
- Does the photo relate to this year’s theme?      
 
- Does the photo relate to a specific Respect Life issue?     
 
- Is the title appropriate for the photo?      
 
 - Is the message of the photo clear?      
 
- Does the photo relate to the written description?    
 

            - Does the photo impact you greatly?      
     

  
       

II. ARTISTIC QUALITIES:  
 
- Is the photo original?  Is the photo appealing?      
 
- Were the person(s) and/object(s) in the photo appropriate?    

 
          

 
III. TECHNICAL QUALITIES: 

- Is the photo clear or blurry? Is the photo lit well?     
 

          
 

     Final Grade:      
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